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A popular addition to the exhibition is a short video by
Seaver called "LegacY' which deals with wood carving and
how the traditions are passed along from one generation to
another. The footage includes andano Juan Haoa in the
proce s of carving one of the piece in the exhibition.
Alavi hly illu trated book/catalog (titled "Ingrained Im-
age ) that accompanie the exhibit will be sold at the
Maxwell Mu eum book tore and is available through the
Easter Island Foundation (see page 131).
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THE 23RD SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE for the Study of Australia and
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Oriental Studies, Academy of Sciences of Russia), was held
on May 29,1997, at Moscow. Papers by N.A. Butinov, I.K.
Fedorova, V.l. Belikov, D.O. Tumarkin, M.V. Tendryakova
and others were presented and the Proceedings of the Confer-
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